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Workshop of 17th November
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A: "enrico.ascalone@libero.it" <enrico.ascalone@libero.it>, Raffaele Biscione <rbiscione@yahoo.com>, MESSINA VITO <vito.messina@unito.it>, "bgenito@unior.it" <bgenito@unior.it>, Lorenzo Costantini <l.costantini@mclink.it>,
"claudio.prosperiporta@beniculturali.it" <claudio.prosperiporta@beniculturali.it>, "massimo.vidale@unipd.it" <massimo.vidale@unipd.it>
Cc: "m_sajjadi@hotmail.com" <m_sajjadi@hotmail.com>, Alireaza Askari <askari_chaverdi@yahoo.com>, Jebrael Nokandeh <jnokandeh@yahoo.com>

Dear all,

I am sure you will blame me for the frequency of my messages, but this is my duty. Sorry.
Since the workshop of 17th November has been approved, we have to choose the exact �tles for our presenta�ons, within the subject which has been indicated in the dra�. 
Due to the concentra�on of talks on the Bronze Age, I have tried to interpret a possible choice, but please feel free to change my proposal. I only ask Dr Biscione and Dr Vahda� to treat also the transi�on to the Iron Age.
As I told you, the talks will be in English and Farsi, respec�vely by the Italian and Iranian archaeologists, and the Embassy of Italy will arrange a simultaneous transla�on.
The audience can be composite, so I suggest to avoid too technicali�es without leaving a scien�fic level. A power point presenta�on can help, and I will be grateful if the presenta�ons are given before the beginning of the
sessions.
As you see in the programme, each group has 30 minutes and the ques�on and discussion will be concentrated at the end of the morning and a�ernoon sessions.
I ask the Italian co-directors to involve their Iranian counterparts, so that there is no loss of �me during the workshop due to lack of agreement. I am not wri�ng to the Iranian co-directors pruposedly because this is part of
each group.
Finally I wish to thank once again dr Nokandeh for his hospitality in the Na�onal Museum premises and for his ac�ve support to the in�a�ve.
Best wishes,

Pierfrancesco
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